PUBLIC SPEAKING

Aim
To develop and train interpersonal and communication skills in English for presentations, interviews, examinations, thesis discussion and research. To develop a "practice protocol"/checklist for structuring the preparation and delivery of effective communication and presentation.

Contents
The module includes simulation and observation workshops to practice structuring and delivering a public speaking session. Participants will be able to present their reports with guided feedback on observation and improvement. Set-up and exercises with reference to the technical model set up at the beginning of the course, briefly summarised as follows: The communication process, analysis of the context, the tree map, preparation of the verbal part. Observation and exercises of attitude, body language, voice and use of space. Voice and prosody. Theories and supporting techniques. The module starts with a technical part, a moment of preparation of the presentations designed for the participants' simulations with an observation and improvement grid to modify, integrate, improve the sessions. The meetings include a workshop of structured presentations to confront the technical model set up according to the contents and context. The course aims to train and raise awareness of certain techniques, practices and attitudes to be adopted with exercises on the use of the voice, visual aids and methods of involvement.

Durata
7 ore

Data
05 maggio 2022

Orari
9.00-13.00 | 14.00-17.00

Docenza
dott.ssa Loredana Pancheri

Modalità
Webinar

Numero massimo partecipanti
25 partecipanti a edizione